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Abstract:
The scope of this document is to investigate the phase noise and stability of the WR Switch transceivers. Along
with the Digital DMTD phase detector, they constitute the core of the WR time dissemination performance.
Moreover, the report includes an analysis of the stability of the Axcen SFPs (commonly used in WR
installations).
The stability analysis of the Axcen SFPs resulted in a Modified Allan Deviation of less than 1E-13 with
Tau=1s..10s. The stability is better than H-Maser clock.
The GTX transceivers have a Modified Allan Deviation of 4E-13/s, dominated by flicker noise from Tau=0.1s to
100s. The stability of the GTX transceiver is equal to the stability of the phase detector used by the WR PLL
(DDMTD). Hence, the overall stability of the WR Switch configured as a boundary clock is equally dominated by
the GTX and by the DDMTD.
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1. Introduction
The WR Switch (WRS) is the core of a WR-based network. The performance of each WRS inside the network
contributes to the time-transfer performance of the entire WR network. The essence of time dissemination is
the transport of the low-frequency fluctuations of the Grandmaster reference clock to the WR end-nodes.
Time dissemination can be viewed as low-pass filtering. At each WR end node, the low-frequency phase
fluctuations of its local clock are corrected to mimic the Grandmaster clock. As in any low-pass filter
application, high-frequency noise (jitter) above the cut-off frequency can be easily removed. Low-frequency
noise is additively propagated in the synchronization chain, i.e. over the WR network.
Removing a high-frequency (i.e. > ~10 Hz in WR) phase noise is an easy and inexpensive task (tens of euros). It
can be achieved using a low noise PLL and a low-noise VCTCXO. The removal of a low-frequency noise (i.e.
around 1 Hz) involves the use of SC-cut OCXOs (hundreds of euros). The removal of very low-frequency noise
(i.e. 0.1 Hz) is a difficult task and typically requires ultra-stable DOCXOs (e.g. BVA).
It’s clear from above that the WRS should be optimized for time dissemination performance, avoiding any
possible corruption of the low-frequency region of its phase noise characteristics (i.e. stability performance).
Jitter performances may be compromised as each WR end node can restore it using cheap VCTCXOs. Stability
performance, once compromised, is not easily recoverable.
The WRS has been designed to distribute time using the typical numbers of ports found in an Ethernet switch,
18 ports. Thus, the requirements of space and price are key elements. As discussed previously, each port must
distribute and recover the time with as low as possible deterioration of stability. Although advanced ad-hoc
techniques can be employed to achieve the purpose, the requirement of 18 ports is a driving force for a simple
implementation.
The WRS uses the Xilinx Virtex-6 internal transceivers, called GTX, for both clock transmission and clock
recovery. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified diagram of the WRS clock distribution from a Grandmaster to a WRS
that acts as a boundary clock. An external reference clock is used by the Grandmaster to tune its local oscillator
(LO). The LO, in turn, is used to clock the GTX transceiver. The GTX transceiver uses the LO clock signal to
encodes the data and feeds it to the SFP for transmission. The SFP translates the electrical signals (LVPECL
standard) to an optical signal and sends it through a fiber optic. The boundary clock WR Switch, after the
optical-to-electrical conversion, recovers the encoded clock using the GTX transceiver. Finally, the recovered
clock is used to tune the LO of the WRS.
Figure 1.1 highlights the three major contributors to WRS’s stability and phase noise performance:




DDMTD used as the phase-detector
GTX transceiver
SFP transceiver (Axcen 1000BASE-BX10)

This report focuses on the latter two points. A detailed report on DDMTD performance has been done [1].
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Figure 1.1 Simplified WRS clock distribution

2. Phase noise and stability of Axcen 1000BASE-BX10
The WR project recommends the use of 1000BASE-BX10 transceiver in WR installations [2]. The underlining
reasons are Ethernet compatibility and equal fiber length for TX and RX paths. In [2], a list of three suggested
SFP transceivers (from three different manufacturers) is given. This section analyzes the performance of the
Axcen SFP. However, similar performance was preliminary measured using SFPs from others manufacturers.
To correctly perform the test, an SFP+ compliance test has been used. The measurements have been done
using AXGE-3454-0531 (violet) for transmission (downstream) and AXGE-1254-0531 (blue) for reception
(upstream). It is the setup suggested on the WR website for WR installations. The Axcen SFP requires an ACcoupled differential connection for both transmission and reception. LVPECL, which has the highest noise
immunity, is used for both paths. The transmission pattern used is a clock signal at 500 MHz, emulating the
Ethernet IDLE pattern1.
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the experimental setup. The setup uses a Cs4000 frequency standard as time
reference for the phase noise & stability measurements done using Microsemi 3120A. A PLL board is used to
perform the frequency synthesis required to generate the 500 MHz LVPECL clock signal. The SFP+ compliance
board is used to emulate an optical link (3 meters and 10 km of fiber optic). The output of the receiving SFP is
fed into a low noise clock divider to perform the stability measurements with 3120A and phase noise analysis
with Agilent E5052B. In order to separate the effects of the measurement setup from the performance of the
SFPs (i.e. the Devices Under Test (DUTs)), the same setup is used in a bypass mode. In the bypass mode (“NO
DUT”) the SFPs are excluded. This mode is used to evaluate the measurement noise floor.
The “PLL board” in Figure 2.1 uses LTC6950 (an ultra-low noise PLL) or AD9516 (the same PLL that is used in the
WRS switch). The board with LTC6950 is used to evaluate the additive phase noise of Axcen SFPs. Notably,
LTC6950 does not provide high stability (Allan Deviation) with integration time above 10 seconds. This is
because it uses an external VCSO2 3. Thus, the stability is evaluated using the board with AD9516. It provides
better long-term stability because it uses an internal VCO4.
The experimental setup needs laboratory-grade power supplies. Several HP power supplies are used, featuring
a linear regulator having 200 µV RMS (10 Hz to 20 MHz) voltage noise. The author stresses the importance of
having good earth connections5 since both Cs4000 and the HP power supplies6 are connected to earth.

1

The Ethernet IDLE pattern is a 1.25 Gbps stream of alternating “0” and “1” symbols. The correct frequency to emulate
this pattern is 612.5 MHz.
2
Increasing the bandwidth of the PLL was not helpful, which is limited at 10 kHz in the LTC6950 evaluation board due to
layout issues.
3
Stability has been improved covering the LTC6950 with a plastic cup
4
A careful reader may argue that AD9516 was unnecessary if the reference of 3120A was connected to one output of the
LTC6950. This is true. The author has privileged a known reference rather than an output of a fancy PLL.
5
Using the same power strip is a good starting point to avoid loops
6
Cutting the earth cable of the power supply cord doesn’t make it an isolated power supply. To improve EMI resilience, a
capacitor is usually placed between the line (phase) and the earth inside the power supply. Removing the earth
connection introduces additional noise from the electrical grid.
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2.1 Phase noise and stability of the SFPs (using LTC6950)
Figure 2.3 shows the phase noise measurement performed using 3120A. It shows the additive phase noise of
the experimental setup with respect to the reference (Cs4000). As depicted with the green line, the LTC6950
delivers a very good clock signal dominated by flicker PM noise below 100 Hz. The blue and pink lines show
that the SFPs introduce a slight increase of the phase noise in the 1Hz to 100kHz bandwidth.
Figure 2.4 shows the measurements in the same setup but using the E5052B as phase noise analyzer. Since
E5052B is not locked to Cs4000, its measurements are absolute phase noise. The measurement compromises
both the phase noise of the setup and the phase noise of Cs4000. It’s clearly visible from Figure 2.4 that the
SFPs are introducing a noticeable white phase noise above 100 kHz. This is due to the transceiver output stage
limitation.
The random jitter, integrated from 10 Hz to 40 MHz, is 2 ps RMS when SFP are used, it is below 300 fs RMS
without SFPs (“NO DUT” trace).

Figure 2.3 Phase noise measured with 3120A. For the sake of clarity, the plots have been scaled to an equivalent 10 MHz carrier. The
blue and purple line is the phase noise measured with a fiber of 10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the phase
noise without SFPs
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Figure 2.4 Phase noise measured with E5052B. For the sake of clarity, the plots have been scaled to an equivalent 10 MHz carrier.
The blue and purple line is the phase noise measured with a fiber of 10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the phase
noise without SFPs

The poor phase noise performance of the transceivers above a couple of MHz is not a big concern since the
GTX would filter it out using its internal PLL.
The measured jitter performance is far better than the specification [3] that limits the total jitter (random +
deterministic7 jitter) below 227 ps. Figure 2.5 shows a strange behavior detected when a 10 km optical fiber is
used. After a random time, the time error may suddenly exhibit strong fluctuations (+/- 4 ps). The fluctuation
stops when the link is restarted after manual unplug of the fiber. The effect may be related to the adjustment
of the gain performed by the SFP’s Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuitry. The change of the delay could be
related to the finite GBP8 of the SFP’s amplifier.
The effect was detected two times in several hours of testing. Additional investigation is needed to decorrelate the effect from other noise sources.
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show the stability measurement performed with Microsemi 3120A. Notably, LTC6950
has a poor short-term stability; hence it’s difficult to assess the stability of the SFPs above 10 seconds.

7

Deterministic jitter is pattern-dependent, typically due to ISI. It cannot be evaluated with a clock-like pattern.
An amplifier exhibit a different bandwidth with different gains. The Gain-bandwidth product (GBP) determinate this
relationship. Since the bandwidth is different, also the propagation delay is different for each gain setting.
8
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Figure 2.5 Time interval error using a 10 km optical link

Figure 2.6 Allan deviation measured with Microsemi 3120A. The blue and purple line is the Allan deviation measured with a fiber of
10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the Allan Deviation without SFPs

Figure 2.7 Modified Allan deviation measured with Microsemi 3120A. The blue and purple line is the Modified Allan deviation
measured with a fiber of 10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the Modified Allan Deviation without SFPs

2.2 Stability of the SFPs (using AD9516)
The AD9516 PLL has been used to assess the medium-term stability of the SFPs (up to 100 seconds).
Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 show the results of the measurement. Thanks to the better stability of the AD9516’s
internal VCO, it’s possible to have a better understanding of the SFP’s stability. The stability at larger
integration values (Tau=100s) is dominated by the fiber optic stability (confront the 10 km with 3 meters)
rather than the SFP itself. Below Tau=10s, the stability of the SFP is equal to the stability of the measurement
setup (“NO DUT”).
The WR PTP daemon has a default synch rate of 1 s, hence the fiber optic instability is compensated.

Figure 2.8 Allan deviation measured with Microsemi 3120A (ENBW 50Hz). The blue and purple line is the Allan deviation measured
with a fiber of 10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the Allan Deviation without SFPs

Figure 2.9 Modified Allan deviation measured with Microsemi 3120A (ENBW 50Hz). The blue and purple line is the Modified Allan
deviation measured with a fiber of 10 km and of 3 meters, respectively. The green line is the Modified Allan Deviation without SFPs

3. Phase noise and stability of GTX transceivers
The phase noise and stability of GTX transceivers is evaluated using two different boards. One of the boards is
the ML605 Virtex-6 Evaluation Kit [4], the other one is the WRS.
The stability performance is evaluated using the AD9516 to take advantage of its better long-term stability. The
long-term stability of the GTX is critical: the clock recovery mechanism and the WR PTP daemon uses the GTX
recovered clock to adjust the LO.

3.1 Phase noise and stability (using ML605 board)
The phase noise and stability is evaluated using two settings. The design loaded into the FPGA is the IBERT test.
With the IBERT test, it is possible to evaluate the performance when the GTX is receiving a stream of random
data (PRBS 7-bit) or a clock-like data (Ethernet IDLE pattern). The GTX is tested using an external loopback. The
settings used for the transceiver are the same that are used by the WRS gateware. Figure 3.1 shows the GTX
interfaces working correctly using an external loopback.

Figure 3.1 IBERT console

Figure 3.2 shows the experimental setup used to characterize the stability performance of GTX using the
ML605 Evaluation board. The setup is very similar to the one used previously. The AD9516 is used to generate
an LVPECL clock signal having a frequency of 62.5MHz (“TXCLK” in the figure). The TXCLK clock signal is used
internally by the GTX to phase-lock its 1.25 GHz PLL. The 1.25 GHz clock is then used to output the serialized TX
DATA. Thanks to a loopback, the TX DATA is sent back to the GTX. The GTX performs a clock recovery using the
RX DATA. The recovered clock from GTX (“RCCLK” in the figure) and the TX pins of the GTX are feed into a lownoise clock divider. Finally, Microsemi 3120A is used to analyze both phase noise and stability performances.
Figure 3.3 shows the results of the measurements. The sky-blue line is the phase noise of the 62.5MHz clock
provided by AD9516; it’s the experimental phase noise floor.
The green line is an evaluation of the RCCLK connection quality using LVDS connections and a clock
loopback9.The recovered clock is tested using a random pattern (blue line – “IBERT RCCLK PRBS-7”) and with a
clock-like pattern (purple line – “IBERT RCCLK CLK PATTERN”). Fortunately, both tests have very similar
performances, hence the quality of the recovered clock is not pattern-dependent10. The recovered clock closein noise is affected by flicker PM noise with a corner frequency of 30 Hz.
Finally, the phase noise measurement of the TX pins used by the GTX to feed the data to the SFP is done. The
red line shows the result of the measurement using a clock-like pattern. The far-away noise is better than the
RCCLK (probably due to better noise immunity). The close-in noise is still dominated by the flicker PM noise.
The TX pins have a flicker PM noise similar to the one using an LVDS clock loopback connection (green line or
DDMTD report [1]). The close-in phase noise of the RCCLK is about 3 dB higher than the phase noise of the TX
pins. This fact, combined with the similar performances measured also in the DDMTD report [1], suggest that
the limitation of the GTX may be related to the input clock buffers or the clock distribution of Virtex-6.
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Figure 3.2 Experimental setup

9

The clock connection quality has been evaluated with a different experimental setup, similar to the one used in the
DDMTD report [1]. The setup involve the use of a blank FPGA design. The design realize a clock loopback using the ODDR
primitive. The clock loopback is used to check the quality of the “RCCLK” clock output pins using a input clock buffer. Due
to ML605 board constrains it was not possible to use the same input clock used to provide the “TXCLK”.
10
Although the GTX RCCLK doesn’t exhibit variations due to the data pattern, slow variations of the data pattern may
cause phase variations due to thermal fluctuations by different FPGA workloads.

Figure 3.3 Phase noise measured with 3120A. For the sake of clarity, the plots have been scaled to an equivalent 10 MHz carrier. The
sky-blue line is the phase noise of the PLL board (AD9516). The green line is the phase noise of the clock connection. The red line is
the phase noise from the GTX TX pins obtained when GTX is transmitting a clock-like pattern. Blue and purple are the phase noise
plots of the recovered clock (RCCLK) when the transmitted pattern is random or clock-like, respectively.

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the Allan Deviation and Modified Allan Deviation of the phase noise plots
depicted above. From Figure 3.5, it can be seen that RCCLK exhibits a flicker PM noise behavior even at
Tau=100 seconds, with an MDEV of 4E-13 at Tau=1s.. This stability value is the same as the stability value of the
DDMTD [1].
The stability of the GTX TX pins, when transmitting the clock-like signal, have a stability value slightly larger
than the clock-loopback (2.5E-13 vs 2E-13 at Tau=1s). This worse performance might be related to a slight
additive phase noise of the GTX TX data path or by process variations of the FPGA clock buffers11.

11

Due to ML605 board constrains, it was not possible to use the same input clock used to provide the “TXCLK” clock signal.

Figure 3.4 Allan Deviation measured with 3120A (ENBW 50Hz). The traces have the same color-key of the previous one.

Figure 3.5 Modified Allan Deviation measured using 3120A (ENBW 50Hz). The traces have the same color-key of the previous one

3.2 Phase noise and stability (WRS board)
The scope of this section is to characterize the GTX stability performance of the Boundary Clock WRS in a real
scenario. The measurements that were performed with the ML605 board are now performed for the WRS
using the setup depicted in Figure 3.6. The measurements are done to analyze whether any performance
deterioration (with respect to ML605) is introduced by the PCB of the WRS. The setup involves the use of SFPs
and fiber optic in order to have an idea of the performance in a real scenario. Contrary to the measurement
with the ML605, this section additional characterizes the recovered clock as it is seen by the DDMTD, using as
reference a clean clock signal from AD9516 using the WRS SMA clock board [6].
Due to the performance limitations of the current WRS in Grandmaster mode (GM), a hardware modification is
done on the GM to improve its performance using an approach similar to the one described in [5]. Figure 3.7
and Figure 3.8 shows the phase noise and Modified Allan Deviation of the GM switch, respectively. These plots
constitute the experimental noise floor in the characterization of the Boundary clock WRS phase noise and
stability.
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Figure 3.6 Experimental setup using WRS

Figure 3.7 Phase noise of the GM switch, measured with 3120A on the CLK2 output (10 MHz output)

Figure 3.8 Modified Allan deviation of the GM switch, measured with 3120A on the CLK2 output (10MHz output)
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Figure 3.9 Phase noise of the GM switch, measured with E5052B on the CLK2 output (10 MHz output)

3.2.1 Phase noise and stability of the WRS (3 meters)
As briefly discussed previously, the phase noise and stability of the GTX recovered clock is measured using
different methods. The most obvious one is to route the recovered clock to the output pins of the FPGA (using
the WRS SMA clock board [6]). However, the mere act of routing and probing the clock signal could introduce
additional phase noise. For this reason, an alternative method is used: the phase detector inside the FPGA
package is used. Since the performance of the DDMTD has been fully characterized [1], it’s easy to infer the
phase noise of the GTX recovered clock.
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 3.6. The experimental procedure involves 2 hours of warming up
of the WRS before starting the acquisition. The data from the DDMTD and from 3120A is collected at the same
time, with a duration of about 30 minutes.
Figure 3.10 shows the results of the phase noise measurements done with 3120A. The purple trace is the
recovered clock phase noise, scaled to an equivalent 10 MHz carrier for the sake of clarity. The phase noise
below 10 Hz is very similar to the phase noise floor of the DDMTD [1]. The phase noise at 100Hz-100kHz is not
very good, however the noise is filtered by the WR PLL transfer function. Some spurs at 1Hz-10kHz can be
observed in the blue trace, likely related to a periodic noise from noisy electronic components. Figure 3.11
shows the phase noise of the recovered clock at large frequency offset values, measured using E5052B. A peak,
likely related to the GTX’s PLL or by its Phase interpolators12, is observed at 5 MHz, with a random jitter from
100 kHz to 20 MHz of 9 ps RMS. A fraction of this high-frequency jitter is folding into the baseband, raising the
DDMTD noise floor.
The phase noise of the LO on the Boundary Clock WRS is the blue trace of Figure 3.10, measured using the CLK2
output of the WRS. The blue trace has two main noise contributors: 1) the GTX phase noise and 2) the WR PLL
noise (affected by the DDMTD noise floor [1]). Due to the WR PLL’s transfer function, the recovered clock
phase noise below 30 Hz is low-pass filtered.
Figure 3.12 shows the phase noise of the recovered clock, as it’s seen by the DDMTD (blue line). As discussed
previously, the DDMTD is using an external clock connection (using the WRS SMA clock board [6]) to measure
the phase offset between the recovered clock and the reference clock. The black line is the DDMTD internal
noise floor. The DDMTD noise floor was estimated as a -108dBc white PM noise combined with a flicker PM
noise of -100dBc at 1Hz [1]. The measured GTX recovered clock phase noise has a White PM noise of about 106 dBc, probably due to the higher frequency jitter noise folding. Moreover, the phase noise below 10 Hz has
a flicker PM behavior, with a phase noise of -97 dBc at 1Hz. Since the measured noise is higher than the
DDMTD noise floor of about 3 dB, we can infer that the GTX recovered clock noise has a phase noise
comparable to the one of the DDMTD.
The phase data coming from the DDMTD is also used to evaluate the stability of the recovered clock. Figure
3.13 shows the result of the measurements. The MDEV shows a flicker PM behavior with an MDEV of 6E-13 at
Tau=1s. As discusses previously, the results are the combination of noise coming from the GTX recovered clock
and the DDMTD (which has a stability of 4E-13 at Tau=1s). Figure 3.14 shows the same stability measurement
12

The peak might be related to a gain-peaking of the GTX’s PLL or by the discrete nature of the Phase interpolators (PIs)
used in the clock recovery. The PI, which has a resolution of about 12 ps (1UI/64), is used to generate the recovered clock
signal. The phase noise peak might be a rapid oscillation of the PI taps due to the internal noise that acts as dithering
noise.

performed using 3120A to measure the recovered clock, showing a stability of 4E-13 at Tau=1s. This is the same
stability as the one observed using the ML605 board. However, the stability at 10s is higher, probably due to
the different design loaded into the FPGA13

Figure 3.10 Phase noise measured with 3120A. Blue trace is the phase noise of the CLK2 output (LO), purple trace is the phase noise
of the GTX recovered clock. For the sake of clarity, the plots have been scaled to an equivalent 10 MHz carrier
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Figure 3.11 Phase noise of the GTX recovered clock measured with E5052B. For the sake of clarity, the plot has been scaled to an
equivalent 10 MHz carrier. Random jitter of 9 ps RMS (from 100kHz to 20 MHz)
13

The design loaded into the FPGA can cause thermal fluctuations due to different workload conditions over time
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Figure 3.12 Phase noise measured with DDMTD. Blue line is the calculated phase noise of recovered clock. Black line is the DDMTD
estimated noise floor
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Figure 3.13 Allan Deviation and Modified Allan Deviation of the recovered clock, calculated from DDMTD data

Figure 3.14 Modified Allan Deviation of the recovered clock (purple trace) and of the LO (blue trace). The blue trace is affected by
stability of the WR PLL (limited by the DDMTD)

4. Conclusions
The scope of the document is to analyze the stability and phase noise performance of the GTX transceiver and
of the SFP commonly used in WR installations.
The results of the SFP measurements show that the random jitter of 2 ps RMS is very well below the total jitter
specified by the manufacturer14. The WR performance is leveraging on this fact. The phase noise of the SFP is
limited by the White PM noise due to the SFP’s output stage. This limitation impacts the phase noise above 100
kHz; it’s not an issue on WR due to the limited WR PLL bandwidth (30 Hz). The stability at Tau=1...10s is below
1E-13 for both fiber length (3 meters and 10 km). This is a very good stability performance that is better than
an H-Maser clock. During some experiments, the SFP showed an unexpected behavior. The unexpected
behavior showed up using a 10 km fiber link. The low-frequency fluctuation of the time interval error sky
rocked from below-ps peak-to-peak error to +/- 4 ps error. It’s still unknown if the origin of the noise is related
to the action of the internal AGC (combined with the GBP of the internal amplifier) or an external source.
The performance of the GTX transceiver has been characterized using both the ML605 board and the WRS
itself. On the ML605, the stability performance of the GTX is about MDEV 4E-13/s. The flicker PM noise is
limiting the stability of the GTX, hence the GTX cannot be used to distribute an H-Maser quality clock. Similar
performance is measured also on the WR Switch. Since the stability performances are the very same of the
DDMTD [1], the stability limitations are likely caused by the clock distribution (or the input clock buffers) of the
Virtex-6, mainly due to the process technology used to manufacture the FPGA15.
Since the stability of the GTX is the same as that of the DDMTD, both of them contribute equally to the final
stability of the LO. The improvement of only one aspect (i.e. using an external phase detector rather than the
DDMTD) cannot improve the overall stability more than

2 times.

An investigation of the performance of newer FPGAs based on newer process technology is highly
recommended. Newer FPGAs have also the feature to redirect the recovered clock directly to the output pins
without using the internal clock distribution, but an investigation is needed to assess the performance.
Unfortunately, the main limitation of the stability has very little impact on eye diagram margins16, hence newer
transceivers may not have an improved stability.

14

The manufacturer specify the total jitter, which is composed by random jitter and deterministic jitter. No strong
deterministic jitter was observed during the measurements. However, if the deterministic jitter is caused by ISI, the choice
of using a clock-like pattern may prevent to observe the effect. Operating temperature impact on jitter performance is
unknown.
15
Flicker PM noise is directly related to flicker noise, a common noise found in transistors and related to the process
technology used to manufacture the FPGA.
16
The measured flicker noise introduces a time fluctuation of 0.6 ps RMS (0.01 Hz to 10 Hz).
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